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Leading the pack

Thanks to some big talk from Federal Treasurer Joe Hockey, it looks like the biggest global economies
will be focusing on growth for the year ahead. That's great news for Australian stocks and I think, after
a little bit of volatility, the 6000 goal is not out of the question for the ASX 200. Joe just needs to be
careful of not delivering a horror budget in May.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we have Paul Rickard on why you shouldn't be selling the Big
Four, and James Dunn continues to find good news in reporting season. BHP Billiton of course was
the star last week but online jobs site SEEK also had a stellar result. This week, Qantas is expected to
disappoint but later Woolworths will provide some positive news.
Gary Stone examines the Continuous Commodity Index in chart of the week to see if the cycle has
turned and in Buy, Sell, Hold - what the brokers say Rudi Filapek-Vandyck writes about upgrades for
AMP and SEEK. In Shortlisted, we look at stocks like Resmed and Seven West Media, which are on
Pengana fund manager Rhett Kessler's radar.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Stocks heading higher – thanks Joe Hockey!
by Peter Switzer
The case for sticking with stocks was made even
stronger when Australian Treasurer, Joe Hockey,
talked the G20 finance ministers into going for growth
targets, which will pump up growth by 2% or $2 trillion
over the next five years. And be clear on this, the
stronger the global economy grows, the greater the
chances are that this bull market for our stocks will
keep running.
This good news about a more pro-growth G20 is
especially important for an economy such as
Australia, where many of its top companies are key
exporters. The likes of BHP and Rio will be big
beneficiaries of a faster growing world economy.
Results support 6000
Right now the results from the local earnings season
have been encouraging for optimists like yours truly,
who have a 2014 target for the S&P/ASX 200 of
6,000.
Aggregate profits of the 98 companies from the ASX
200, which had reported by last Friday, were up
18.4% on a year ago. This means that the economy
in the last six months of 2013 was good enough to
deliver this significant jump in profits. But a lot of it
has come from cost cutting.
Craig James of CommSec says “just over 60% of
companies have lifted dividends while just over 25%
have left dividends unchanged.” That said, dividends
have only lifted 3.9% on a year ago.
But what I really liked, which entrenches my optimism
for stocks and the economy generally, was the fact
that total cash of the 98 reporting companies was
now at $71.1 billion at the end of December. This was
up 44.8 per cent on a year ago!
So what will they do with this dough? They could

increase dividends, which is a tick for stocks. They
could invest in new business, which should help both
jobs and profits and this has to help stock prices’
potential. There could also be a greater interest in
mergers or takeovers, which, if you pick the target
well, can be great for share prices.
Back in March 2009, the market finally followed my
optimistic script to spike higher when the US
administration’s rescue plan for its banks, IAG and
carmakers, and the Fed’s decision to pump money
into the economy, came into effect.
As Sir John Templeton once observed: “Bull markets
are born on pessimism” and I think that this was what
happened in 2009 and 2010. He then predicted that
“they grow on scepticism” and this was 2011 and
2012. He pointed out that a bull market will “mature
on optimism” and that looks like 2013, 2014 and I
suspect it will roll into next year. Prophetically he says
a bull market will “die on euphoria” and my guess is
that this will be after 2016 but it could be a slower
death if the G20 mob does as they promise and
pursue growth.
Doubters still linger
I expect volatility — the market will go up and down
with bigger swings — to prevail this year because
there are still enough doubters out there who have
stopped the euphoric phase taking hold. Euphoria will
happen when the Yanks are growing without tapering,
inflation is starting to be the key worry and not
deflation, interest rates are on the rise and Europe is
growing faster than it’s set to grow this year.
The noted scaremonger, Marc Faber, is again
warning the US bull market will end badly but his
doomsaying has lightened off a tad. He told CNBC
that, “In the US, it’s probably too late to buy.” This is
a lot less emphatic than he was a couple of years ago
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and even a couple of months ago. And a good omen
that he isn’t expecting to be right any time soon.

economy is stronger and companies are on a growth
roll with higher share prices!

However, he did give an interesting tip that emerging
economies are a good investment provided you take
a long-term view. He argues he can make more
money in these beaten up economies but, once
again, it is a long-term play.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Activity offshore
On more current investment strategies, 1848 to 1851
are important technical levels, which should be tested
on the New York Stock Exchange this week for the
S&P 500 index.
If the market fails to reach this level, there could be a
sell-off, but if it punches through, there could be
another significant spike higher. With shocking
weather hurting economic data at the moment, it
looks less likely that a really good news reading is
going to come from the US statistician in a week with
lots of data.
I wouldn’t be surprised to see this weather/data issue
create another sell-off but when the US economy
thaws out and data starts to rebound, then Wall
Street will come back and it will help our market surge
again as well.
And I liked this view from Thomas Lee, who is the
JPMorgan chief U.S. equity strategist. He thinks the
market leadership will change soon and that cyclicals
will start to outperform, led by tech and materials.
This is why everyone is backing the likes of BHP and
Rio and, in turn, this has to be good for our stock
market.
Ducks line up
The ducks – global growth to better local company
balance sheets to a lower dollar and low interest rates
– are all getting lined up in a nice row and are
keeping me confident about stocks for 2014.
Of course, Joe’s efforts over the weekend helped but
he can ensure he does not undo his good work by
making sure he does not go for a horror budget this
year. He can play that game in 2015 when the
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Banks still worth it
by Paul Rickard
Despite what the analysts want you to believe, there
is still good value in the major banking stocks and no
urgency to lighten the load.

so it must be time for the rest of the market to do
better – which means that the banks must
underperform.

Commonwealth Bank, ANZ and NAB have presented
trading updates to the market over the last couple of
weeks. As the table below shows, cash earnings
have risen by between 7% and 14%, compared to the
previous corresponding period.

Why the bank results are so good

What the analysts don’t like

At the top line, there is some revenue growth due to
improving credit conditions. Lending to the household
sector (mainly housing loans) grew by 6.7% in the 12
months to December, and even with the business
sector, the value of loans outstanding grew by 2%.
Margins, that is the difference between what the bank
earns on its loan book compared to what it pays for
its deposits, have stabilised. For example, although
down on the June half, CBA’s net interest margin
increased from 2.10% in December 2012 to 2.14% for
the December 2013 half.
CBA operating performance by division

The analysts warn of a number of issues. Firstly, they
cite that we are right at the bottom of the cycle for bad
debts and that the record low provisions that the
banks are currently making will have to go up, eating
into profits. Then there is the regulatory overhang of
Basel III, which is driving (globally) higher capital
ratios for banks. For example, Commonwealth
Bank’s decision not to “neutralise” its upcoming
Dividend Reinvestment Plan (by buying back the
shares issued from the DRP through an on-market
buyback) was called out by some analysts.
Thirdly, on a book value basis, Australian bank
shares are expensive to their international
counterparts. Not to forget (of course) the inevitable
housing “bubble”, and that our banks are over
exposed to the mortgage market.
And finally, the sector rotation argument. Last year,
the ‘financials’ sector of the S&P/ASX 200 returned
28.1%, compared to 15.1% for the index as a whole –

Through a raft of productivity and other initiatives,
every bank is also in minor “cost-cutting” mode.
Expense growth is being held, some jobs are going,
and productivity and other automation benefits are
helping to drive improvements in the bottom line. To
demonstrate these improvements, Commonwealth
Bank released the following divisional ‘Operating
Performance’ results, which is ‘Total Operating
Income’ less ‘Operating Expenses’, before loan
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impairment expenses. These results show that all
divisions of the bank are firing.
And finally, as the analysts point out, loan impairment
expenses are at historic lows. The following table
shows Commonwealth Bank’s half-year loan
impairment expense (annualised) as a percentage of
gross loans and acceptances, measured in basis
points.
CBA Loan Impairment Expense (bpts)

by half that amount. And if the market stays flat or
turns down, bank dividend yields will provide support
and cushion any movement in price down.
There is no urgency to lighten the load.
And if you have surplus cash to invest, which bank?
According to FN Arena, the broker analysts are most
bullish on NAB and like CBA the least. On a
sentiment scale of -1.0 (most negative) to +1.0 (most
positive), CBA is currently at -0.4 and NAB mildly
positive at +0.4.
Broker Consensus Forecasts

Where to from here
What can go wrong with the banks? The biggest risk
remains that loan impairment losses (bad debts) start
to pick up. Sharply higher unemployment or a
bursting of the housing “bubble” are the most likely
triggers, although saying that, it is hard to see either
of these factors really coming to the forefront in the
next 12 to 18 months.
The Murray review into the financial system will no
doubt consider some of the competition issues,
however any changes here are some years away and
with the major banks still writing around 85% of new
loans, there really aren’t any material competitive
pressures. Basel III pressures aren’t going away,
however our banks claim that they are more than
adequately capitalised under the new regime.

I disagree with the analysts and prefer the
Commonwealth Bank. Although it is the most
expensive (trading on a forecast PE of 14.5
compared to NAB’s 12.9), its multi-year track record
more than substantiates a premium price and by
recent standards, the pricing gap has narrowed
considerably.
Bottom line – I don’t think you are going to go wrong
with any of the major banks in your portfolio.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

So, sector rotation? Maybe. All this means that if the
market continues to rally (say hits 6,000) this year,
then perhaps our banks will lag the market. Rather
than gains of (say) 12%, bank shares may only go up
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Solid profit season moving to a close
by James Dunn
Three weeks in, the 2013-14 interim profit reporting
season has definitely been better than expected –
which helps to explain how the S&P/ASX 200
managed to touch a post-GFC high (at 5,452.4
points) on Friday.
Across the market, broking firm and investment bank
analysts have lifted their market (index) target, on the
back of profit and dividend increases from
companies, help from the weaker Australian dollar,
continuing low interest rates and the ongoing
commitment to cost-cutting that companies have
demonstrated over the last several reporting seasons.

from a year ago (compared to a norm of 66%).
That’s down from 72% of companies a week ago.
Also, 70% of companies have increased their
dividends from a year ago (compared to an average
of around 62% in the last two years). This measure
has also come down, from 84% of companies a week
ago, but it still represents a hefty majority of
companies boosting their dividends.
And 54% of companies have seen their share price
outperform the day they released results: last
Monday, this figure stood at 55%.

Things are looking good

Cost cutting versus revenue growth

The generally positive tone of reported results this
interim season has boosted optimism on the likely
strength of the index, allowing January’s 3.3% fall to
be regained, and the market is clearly in the black for
2014. The most optimistic of the major brokers, Citi,
reckons the S&P/ASX 200 Index can gain a further
6.6% – to 5,800 points – by the end of the 2013-14
financial year.

However, the weakness of the season so far is the
lack of compelling signs of revenue growth: hence the
emphasis on companies’ “cost-out” performance.

The flow-through of solid company earnings has
helped put a stop to the cycle of analysts cutting
earnings expectations. Overall earnings expectations
for FY14 and FY15 have largely stayed the same
since about September. Some might think it would be
good to see analysts’ earnings expectations lifted,
but in the context of recent years, not having them
pruned back is a victory.
Checking back in with Shane Oliver, head of
investment strategy at AMP Capital, with about 70%
of companies having reported, 57% of companies
have exceeded expectations (compared to a norm of
43%). That’s the same percentage as last week.
About 67% of companies have seen their profits rise

The major take-out is that where the results of miners
and banks drove the overall results in recent years,
this year the contribution to profit growth is coming
from a broader range of sectors, with housing-related
and retail-oriented stocks lifting their contribution.
This is consistent with the broad thrust of economic
data.
Last week, BHP Billiton beat expectations for the
first half, lifting underlying net profit by 30.6% to
US$7.8 billion, as it stripped US$4.9 billion in costs
out of its business. Fortescue Metals also beat
expectations, paying a 10-cent fully-franked interim
dividend that was double the payout forecast (there
was no interim dividend last year.) Wesfarmers also
exceeded consensus forecasts, but needed a 10.7%
lift in Coles earnings to do so.
Standout results for the week included Suncorp
(SUN) and Seek (SEK). The former posted a first-half
profit of $548 million – more than the $491 million it
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earned in the entire 2013 full-year, and lifted its
interim dividend by 40%. Employment website
operator Seek provided one of the highlights of the
interim reporting season so far, smashing
expectations with a 38% rise in revenue enabling a
29% lift in net profit, and 40% boost to the dividend
payout. For good measure, Seek tossed in a $580
million deal to expand in Asia by buying online
employment business JobStreet.
It has been a good season too for Seek’s online
peers, which have all shown an ability to provide the
“missing link” that really would elevate the reporting
season to impressive heights: revenue growth. REA
Group (REA), the operator of real estate website
www.realestate.com.au, delivered a 30% jump in
revenue; Carsales.com Limited (CRZ), which runs
car-sales websites in Australia, Asia and South
America, reported a 10% increase in revenue; and
Webjet (WEB), which operates flights and
accommodation websites, boosted revenue by 62%
and net profit by 60%. All of these saw the share
price spike higher by double-digit percentages in
response – showing that revenue gains are how to
really impress the market.
The week ahead
This week, one of the season’s lowlights is due on
Thursday, when Qantas (QAN) is expected to reveal
an interim net loss of at least $198.2 million, and job
losses that could go as high as 3000, or 9% of the
group’s workforce. If cost cutting has been a feature
of the season, Qantas could turn in a gold-medal
winning performance late in the piece. QBE
Insurance (QBE) will also post a loss, for the
full-year 2013, when it reports
But on Friday, Woolworths (WOW) should return the
emphasis to the positive when it reports its interim
result: the market is looking for net profit of $1.361
billion, up about 18% on the first-half performance a
year ago.
Other results for the week, with UBS expectations:
Tuesday

AWE (AWE): HY. Net profit $23.4 million, no
dividend.
Charter Hall Group (CHC): HY. Net profit
$36.8 million, dividend 10.9 cents.
Flight Centre Travel Group (FLT): HY. Net
profit $101.7 million, dividend 70.9 cents.
Growthpoint Properties (GOZ): HY. Net profit
$40.7 million, dividend 9.4 cents.
IOOF Holdings (IFL): HY. Net profit $58.4
million, dividend 20.6 cents.
QBE Insurance Group (QBE): FY. Net loss
$275 million, dividend 38.4 cents.
Ramsay Health Care (RHC): HY. Net profit
$168.2 million, dividend 35 cents.
Wednesday
AGL Energy (AGK): HY. Net profit $275.0
million, dividend 30.5 cents.
BC Iron (BCI): HY. Net profit $73.0 million,
dividend 35 cents.
Henderson Group (HGG): FY. Net profit
$166.4 million, dividend 15 cents.
Infigen Energy (IFN): HY. Net profit $4.9
million, no dividend.
Lend Lease (LLC): HY. Net profit $250 million,
dividend 21 cents.
Sydney Airport (SYD): FY. Net profit $90.1
million, dividend 11.5 cents.
Virtus Health (VRT): HY. Net profit $18.0
million, dividend 12.2 cents.
Whitehaven Coal (WHC): HY. Net loss $22.6
million, no dividend.
Worley Parsons (WOR): HY. Net profit $99
million, dividend 28 cents.
Wotif.com (WTF): HY. Net profit $29.3 million,
dividend 12.2 cents.
Thursday
Gindalbie Metals (GBG): HY. Net loss $16.7
million, no dividend.
Macquarie Atlas Roads (MQA): FY. Net profit
$102.5 million.
Perpetual (PPT): HY. Net profit $46.2 million,
dividend 90 cents.
Qantas (QAN): HY. Net loss $198.2 million,
no dividend.

Atlas Iron (AGO): HY. Net profit $50.4 million,
dividend 1 cent.
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Friday
Discovery Metals (DML): HY. Net loss $4.4
million, no dividend.
Virgin Australia (VAH): HY. Net profit $36.9
million, no dividend.
Woolworths (WOW): HY. Net profit $1.361
billion, dividend 67 cents.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Shortlisted
by Penny Pryor
There is a lot on the radar following on from quite a
positive few weeks of earnings reports (you can read
James Dunn’s article today).
Online jobs site SEEK (SEK) was one of the best
performers, it exceeded expectations with a 38% rise
in revenue and a 29% increase in net profit, which
resulted in a 40% increase in dividend payout. It’s
also just announced the acquisition of JobStreet to
further its expansion in Asia. It could be a little
expensive though. FN Arena has a consensus target
price of $15.59, whereas it is currently trading at in
excess of $16. Time to take profit?

Seven West Media is also quite unpopular at the
moment, which makes it cheap.
“If you can buy a well run business in a structurally
sound industry TV…on ten times earnings … at the
bottom of the advertising cycle in TV we think that’s
a good bet,” Khessler said.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Contrarian play
“Fund manager Rhett Kessler of Pengana likes two
contrarian play stocks – Resmed and Seven West
Media. Both are quality companies with good
management,” Peter Switzer says.
Pengana Australia Equities Fund portfolio manager,
Rhett Kessler, was on Switzer TV last week and
explained his company’s conservative approach
along with why he likes these two companies.
“Resmed [has had] 75 consecutive periods of growth
and we think they’ve barely scratched their market,”
Khessler said on the program.
The stock has been knocked about a bit lately due to
the presumption that it may be about to go ex-growth
following a couple of tough quarters. But Pengana
believes the fundamentals – high single digit growth,
a strong cash box i.e. no debt, being economically
independent and well diversified geographically –
make it a good buy.
“There has never been a bigger short position on the
stock and we like that,” he said.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Domestic stockbrokers accelerated the pace of
ratings upgrades and downgrades for
individually-listed stocks in the week ending Friday.
Adjustments are a combination of weak stocks
becoming too cheap to maintain a negative rating,
strong companies proving they still have enough
oomph in them, and earnings beats that force
analysts to review their previous stance. Things don’t
exactly get any easier with plenty of stocks receiving
both upgrades and downgrades post the release of
financial results.
In the good books
AMP (AMP) was upgraded to Buy from Neutral by Citi
and to Neutral from Sell by UBS. Citi thinks net flows
in wealth management were relatively healthy in the
first half and this should position AMP for a turn in
sentiment and continues to forecast 20% growth in
FY14 underlying profit. AMP’s 2013 result held few
surprises but UBS suspects that, while structural and
cyclical challenges persist, the worst is over and the
earnings risks are now manageable.
See also AMP downgrade.
Brambles (BXB) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Credit Suisse and to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank. Impressive margin growth in a
weak-volume market convincing the Credit Suisse
team that Brambles’ stars are aligning. The broker
believes the $100 million cost-out opportunity
identified last year could now be closer than
anticipated and points out that organic growth was
showing signs of improvement. Brambles’ result beat
Deutsche Bank and on the strength of an improving
earnings outlook, and the beginnings of a long
awaited cost reduction program, the broker has
upgraded.

Fairfax Media (FXJ) was upgraded to Buy from
Underperform by BA-Merrill Lynch and to Neutral
from Underperform by Credit Suisse. The first half
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revealed better-than-expected cost outcomes. Merrills
thinks FY15 should produce incremental savings of
$60 million as metro print facilities are exited and
production is accommodated within existing
lower-cost capacity at regional facilities. Underlying
earnings stabilised in the first half and Credit Suisse
found plenty of positive aspects. The company has
raised cost reduction targets and Domain revenue
growth is strong. Credit Suisse thinks the investment
story is improving, with the core business stabilising,
the dividend being raised and $80 million in net cash
on the balance sheet. The broker thinks an IPO of
Domain would be a significant catalyst. See also
Fairfax downgrade.
Qantas (QAN) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. Qantas will announce its
strategic review on February 27. The broker expects
specific details on costs and thinks Qantas can save
at least $2 billion over three years. Ahead of the
review, coverage has transferred to a different analyst
and the rating is upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral. The broker thinks the time to buy airlines is
when things look their worst and this means, for
Qantas, now is the time.
SEEK (SEK) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by BA-Merrill Lynch and to Neutral
from Sell by Citi. SEEK romped home with its interim
net profit, outpacing Merrills by 16%, thanks to lower
finance costs, a 17% tax rate and a stellar
performance from learning (up 88%) and Brazil (up
49%). For the broker, the main news was the
acquisition of JobStreet’s online business, believing
this will allow SEEK to “seek” its glory in Asia and
establish clear leadership in Hong Kong, Singapore
and most of South-East Asia.
Suncorp (SUN) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. Suncorp’s interim
results fell short of consensus and the broker’s
estimates, the bank and the life business
disappointing after copping a bad debt charge and
posting higher-than-expected operating expenses.
The broker believes earnings have now been
re-based, reducing downside risk, and upgrades the
stock to Neutral from Underperform.

company will redeploy capital from asset sales into a
buyback, given the stock is trading at an 11.3%
discount to net asset value. Headwinds remain –
notably speculation of $1 billion of UK asset sale –
but the broker says daylight is breaking.
In the not-so-good books
AMP (AMP) downgraded to Underperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. In the wake of the 2013 result,
Macquarie suspects that the market is
underestimating the risk of further earnings volatility
in wealth protection. The broker thinks, while AMP is
fixing the business, there are structural issues beyond
the company’s control. The outlook for claims and
lapse trends remains highly uncertain.
Fairfax Media (FXJ) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie and to Neutral from Buy by
UBS. Macquarie observes the first half showed the
first period of earnings growth at the EBITDA level
since 2010 and demonstrates a shift in momentum.
As key parts of the business stabilise, the broker
notes investors are moving the focus to the outlook
and valuation of Domain. The rating is downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform. Fairfax’s interim beat UBS
by 17%, the company delivering its first period of
earnings growth since the first half of FY11. The
overshot reflected improved operational expenditure
and interest costs thanks to a $10 million windfall on
interest rate swaps. Revenue fell 7.4% year on year,
marginally disappointing. See also Fairfax upgrade.
iiNet (IIN) was downgraded to Underperform from
Buy by BA-Merrill Lynch and to Reduce from Hold by
CIMB Securities. The broker is downgrading the stock
to Underperform from Buy. Merrills considers the
company is coming to the end of its acquisition-led
growth strategy with a transition to slower organic
growth. The competitive environment is increasingly
intense and the broker expects margin compression
from the NBN roll out. A period of rapid growth has
come to an end, in CIMB’s view. Core operations are
falling into low growth mode while NBN-related
growth won’t announce itself until 2016.

Westfield Group (WDC) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse. The broker expects the
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similar decline in the second half and this segment
could become an issue for management in the next
few years. Credit Suisse suspects, with headwinds
set to continue, that stabilising earnings is looking
more like an FY16 proposition. The broker is happy
with the strategy on Bonds and Sheridan but thinks
the outlook for work wear is more uncertain. UBS
says Pacific Brands’ headline sales were very strong
but came at a price, the return for every dollar spent
in sales and marketing returning just a dollar in
incremental revenues.
Sirtex Medical (SRX) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS and to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie. Sirtex’s interim missed the mark as
higher costs hacked into an otherwise solid result.
UBS downgrades FY14/15 earnings per share
forecasts 9.6% and 7.3% to account for higher cost
assumptions but says overall, the result augurs well
for growth, particularly given the potential upside to
be derived from the SIRFLOX Study results. Sirtex
posted a small miss against Macquarie’s forecast
due to higher than expected marketing spend. The
result was otherwise solid, with recruitment for trials
continuing rapidly, geographical spread growing and
further opportunities being investigated.

Pacific Brands (PBG) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by Citi, to Underperform from Neutral by
Credit Suisse and to Neutral from Buy by UBS.
Pacific Brands reported an earnings decline of 14% in
the half but sales growth was encouraging. The
problem is weakness in work wear will likely mean a

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
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major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Has the commodity cycle turned?
by Gary Stone
In the Switzer Super Report on 18 November last
year I discussed the technical cases for and against
the potential outcomes for the Continuous Commodity
Index chart at that time and how those outcomes
might affect Australian resource stocks.
Given the movement in the Continuous Commodity
Index ($CCI) over the last month, it appears that the
‘for’ case has well and truly come to the fore.
Strong rise in commodity indices
The last four weeks has seen a sharp rise in the CCI.
Being an equally weighted index across 17 different
commodities, it takes more than the rise in a single
commodity to cause such a pick up. The other
commodities indices, the CRB Index and S&P GSCI,
which use different compositions and weightings for
their respective indices, have also risen sharply over
the same period.

the ongoing cold weather in the northern hemisphere,
particularly the United States. Sure, these are
fundamental reasons that can be attributed to
affecting the supply and demand of these
commodities at the moment. However, if these are
the only reasons for the sharp rises, then why did
natural gas prices fall sharply in February 2013 during
similarly cold weather in the United States?
My point is that there are many more variables at play
than just these one or two fundamental items. It is
also amazing how often shifts in price trend to occur
at critical technical zones that can be gleaned from
charts. This is where shifts in sentiment can be
discovered in a timely fashion without spending huge
amounts of effort to determine why. And the ‘why’
that may be unearthed this time will be a different
‘why’ next time, and the next. When prices move, it
is what it is.
What could the rise in the CCI mean for
investors?
As I pointed out in November last year, there
appeared to be a shift in sentiment brewing in the
large resource stocks in Australia. BHP and RIO had
already started moving higher from the middle of
2013, but it was only from around November that they
started showing relative outperformance of other
larger cap stocks, such as the Australian banks.

Source: Beyond Charts
The rise in the CCI can be attributed to the recent
rises in natural gas, coffee, cocoa, gold, silver, sugar
and light sweet crude oil to a lesser degree.
Rises in coffee and sugar prices are mostly attributed
to the drought in Brazil and the rise in natural gas to

In the last month, BHP, Rio and many other resource
companies, such as Alumina, Fortescue Metals
Group, Arrium and Atlas Iron have shown even more
relative outperformance compared to the rest of the
market. The Mid Cap Resources Index (XMR) has
started showing relative outperformance of the
market but the Small Resources Index (XSR) has not
yet done so.
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Summary
A retracement in the CCI is to be expected, given its
sharp rise over the last month. However, this could be
the start of a shift to the energy and materials sectors
of the market, which have displayed poor sentiment
for nearly three years now.
At this stage, copper is a notable omission from the
list of performing commodities. My view is that copper
needs to join the party, as do the small cap resources
stocks. Some are showing signs of positive
movement but not enough to move the XSR.
These are still early days in the commodities move,
but if the large, mid and small cap resource (energy
and materials) stocks get going, the All Ordinaries will
take on the 6,000 level. Without them participating in
any positive market move, the Australian market will
have difficulty getting to 6,000 and keeping up with
international equities indices.
Keep an eye on the CCI for an inside running on how
this commodities run plays out.
Gary Stone is the founder and managing director of
Share Wealth Systems.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How to segregate assets in an SMSF
by Tony Negline
Segregating assets is a strategy that can work for
certain kind of SMSFs with trustees at different
stages. Previously, we discussed the strategy in brief
and this week we more closely examine the process.
Is there a specific process for segregating assets for
an SMSF that has been established?
The short answer is no – the process you follow very
much depends on the requirements of your trust deed
and the assets your super fund owns.
Here I’ll give you some useful information on how
this process is typically completed.
Review your trust deed and follow what it
requires
Your ability to segregate assets in your super fund
will be governed by the powers given to you in your
fund’s trust deed. This must be a positive power, as
there is no power in the super laws that allow super
fund trustees to segregate assets. Therefore, if your
trust deed doesn’t mention asset segregation, then
you can’t implement it.
Review you fund’s asset register
Before you begin segregating your super fund’s
assets, you need to carefully review your fund’s
asset register. Does your fund own a large indivisible
asset or are all assets easily split into separate parts?
The best way to understand the asset review process
is to look at some examples.
Example 1: An SMSF has three members whose
account balances are worth $1,000,000, $100,000
and $250,000. The members with the $1 million and
$100,000 account balances are retiring.

The fund owns a residential property valued at $1.2
million. The property is on one title.
In this case, asset segregation is very difficult – if not
impossible – if the retired members want that property
in their part of the fund, because it is worth more than
their combined account balances.
It’s not possible to segregate fund assets if those
assets can’t be split into separate identifiable parts.
Real estate and term deposits are good examples of
this.
Example 2: Let’s change the first example and say
that the retiring members have $1.25 million in the
fund and the non-retiring member has $100,000.
In this case, asset segregation can take place with
the pension part of the fund taking the residential
property and $50,000 left to provide some short-term
liquidity. (As these pensioners age and their minimum
pension increases, then a practical problem they will
face in future years is paying these pensions, if the
property isn’t delivering sufficient liquidity.)
The non-retiring member would then be free to take
the balance of the assets in the fund.
How do you handle the situation of the non-retiring
member who likes the property and would like that
asset as part of their retirement assets? All super
fund trustees need to act in the best interests of
members and, in my view, it would be unwise, in this
instance, for the retiring members to ignore the
wishes of the other member. Ideally SMSF trustees
will make unanimous decisions.
Example 3: Your SMSF owns shares, managed
funds and cash at bank.
If you intend to have the same assets in different
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segregated segments, then it’s often easier to split
these types of assets into specific parcels because
your investments are based around unit and share
prices.
Ideally, you will be able to split the managed funds
and shares into specific parcels so that it’s easier for
you to manage the assets and correctly record
allocation of income and expenses. If before asset
segregation you have one holding for a particular
managed fund, which is going to be held by different
segregated segments, it’s probably a good idea to
create specific holdings for the type of segregation
you want to implement.

suggest you chat to your fund administrator.
In most cases, they will be able to provide you with
some good assistance and guidance. They will
ensure all your assets are correctly recorded.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

You will want to record the changes you make in your
fund’s asset register.
Separate bank accounts
Later this year, the Tax Office will be releasing a Tax
Determination about the need for super funds using
segregated assets to use separate bank accounts.
Personally I think it’s easier to use separate bank
accounts when using segregated assets. At present,
it’s not essential (unless your trust deed demands it)
but it makes your administrative and accounting work
simpler.
Moving assets between different segments
Suppose your non-pension members have an asset
in their portfolio that has a large capital gain and
you’ve decided the asset needs to be sold. Can you
move that asset to your pension members and sell
the asset CGT free?
There are no hard and fast rules here. However, you
should be aware that income tax anti-avoidance rules
– and their associated penalties – might be applied if
you try to be too cute. You should, at the very least,
consider taking advice from your accountant or
someone who specialises in tax law before taking
action.
Ask for assistance
Finally, if you want to know more about asset
segregation and how it might work in your fund, I
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New record clearance rate high of 82%
by Brittany Ruppert
It was a good week to sell your property, with auction
clearance rates reaching new highs last week. Across
Australian capital cities, the combined auction
clearance rate reached a record rate of 82.0% across
2,847 auctions. This is a significant jump from last
week’s rate of 70.2% – which was also considered to
be high. At the same time last year, the national
clearance rate sat at 63.5% across 2,004 auctions.

Auction volumes were significantly lower across other
capital cities, where total auctions ranged between
157 (Brisbane) and 10 (Tasmania). However
clearance rates remained afloat, with all cities
crossing the 50% line. Perth’s clearance rate was the
lowest of the bunch, at 57.1% — although the rate
reflects a sizeable 7% increase from last week.
The only area to slow slightly this week was home
values, with the combined rate for the capital cities of
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth
falling by 0.4%. Brisbane had the biggest fall, of
1.3%, followed by Sydney and then Melbourne. Perth
stayed flat at 0%, while Adelaide jumped a small
0.2%. Overall, the annual change still remains high
with a 9.7% increase.

Source: RP Data
Sydney led the pack with an impressive record
clearance rate of 87.5% across 1,060 auctions,
reflecting a significant increase from this time last
year where auction volumes were only 614. However,
Melbourne remained Australia’s largest auction
market, with 1,396 auctions and a clearance rate of
79.0%. And that was a record rate for it too.
Source: RP Data
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Source: RP Data
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